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ABSTRACT
We derive a systematic and general method for parameterizing coarse-grained molecular models consisting of anisotropic particles from fine-
grained (e.g., all-atom) models for condensed-phase molecular dynamics simulations. The method, which we call anisotropic force-matching
coarse-graining (AFM-CG), is based on rigorous statistical mechanical principles, enforcing consistency between the coarse-grained and
fine-grained phase-space distributions to derive equations for the coarse-grained forces, torques, masses, and moments of inertia in terms
of properties of a condensed-phase fine-grained system. We verify the accuracy and efficiency of the method by coarse-graining liquid-state
systems of two different anisotropic organic molecules, benzene and perylene, and show that the parameterized coarse-grained models more
accurately describe properties of these systems than previous anisotropic coarse-grained models parameterized using other methods that do
not account for finite-temperature and many-body effects on the condensed-phase coarse-grained interactions. The AFM-CG method will be
useful for developing accurate and efficient dynamical simulation models of condensed-phase systems of molecules consisting of large, rigid,
anisotropic fragments, such as liquid crystals, organic semiconductors, and nucleic acids.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0085006

I. INTRODUCTION

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations enable the study of
molecular-scale behavior that is often challenging or impossible to
observe experimentally. While all-atom simulations can accurately
describe the microscopic features of molecular interactions, they
are often unable to access the time and length scales needed to
model many phenomena of fundamental and technological interest,
particularly for macromolecular systems commonly encountered
in biology and materials science. A solution to this problem is to
use coarse-grained (CG) molecular simulations,1,2 in which groups
of atoms are mapped onto a smaller set of CG particles, which
can speed up simulations by orders of magnitude. CG simulations
using isotropic (spherical) particles have been used to study large
biomolecular3,4 and synthetic polymer5–7 systems with reasonable
accuracy. Isotropic-particle CG models predominate due to their
simplicity and widely developed CG parameterization methods.2,8–12

However, isotropic CG models may not always provide the
most accurate, efficient, or physically transparent CG description

of system properties. For molecules consisting of large, rigid,
anisotropic fragments, which include important classes of
molecules such as nucleic acids,13,14 liquid crystals,15 and organic
semiconductors16–20 (due to their extended π-conjugation),
anisotropic-particle CG models can more accurately represent the
shape and interaction anisotropy using a smaller number of CG
particles. This potentially increases simulation speed compared with
the use of isotropic CG particles for a given level of accuracy. The
speedup benefits from anisotropic coarse-graining are expected to
be most evident as molecular size and anisotropy increase, enabling
an increased relative degree of coarse-graining while accurately
capturing molecular anisotropy compared with coarse-graining
using isotropic particles, which can compensate for the greater
computational demands per particle of simulating anisotropic
particles compared with isotropic ones. The smaller number of CG
variables for an anisotropic CG model compared with an isotropic
CG model of equivalent accuracy or fidelity can also enable more
straightforward interpretation or prediction of system properties,
particularly those related to the orientation of anisotropic molecules.
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This is the case for organic semiconductors, for which molecular
ordering and alignment at the material interfaces play crucial roles
in determining the performance of organic electronic devices,
such as solar cells, light-emitting diodes, and transistors.17,21–23

Implementation of MD simulations of anisotropic CG models is
facilitated by well-established analytical non-bonded pair poten-
tials, with the most commonly used being the Gay–Berne24 and
RE-squared25 potentials for ellipsoidal particles. Advantages of
using anisotropic CG models have been demonstrated in recent
approaches to simulate organic material systems,26–29 in which both
large-scale conformational properties and small-scale anisotropic
molecular arrangements were obtained.

Despite the aforementioned advantages, the use of anisotropic
CG models to accurately simulate behavior of condensed-phased
systems is limited by a lack of systematic parameterization meth-
ods with a rigorous theoretical basis. Some parameterizations of
anisotropic CG models have taken a “top-down” approach, in which
interactions are tuned to match relevant macroscopic thermody-
namic and mechanical properties, such as melting temperatures
and elastic moduli.14 For those anisotropic CG models derived
from a fine-grained (FG) model using a “bottom-up” approach,
most have been parameterized by matching the interaction potential
between CG particles to the FG potential energy for specific con-
figurations of pairs of molecules or molecular fragments,13,25–27,30,31

which neglects finite-temperature and many-body effects that can
significantly influence the effective interactions between parti-
cles in the condensed phase under thermodynamically relevant
conditions.

CG interactions have also been fit to the orientation-
dependent potential of mean force (PMF) between molecule pairs
in condensed-phase FG simulations,32,33 which is equivalent to the
iterative Boltzmann inversion (IBI) approach, in which CG interac-
tions are iteratively tuned to match structural distribution functions
in a FG simulation, in this case applied to pair correlation func-
tions.8 Although this approach has a basis in statistical mechanics
theory, it uses reduced information about the condensed-phase sys-
tem rather than the full many-body CG PMF,2 and so it is not readily
systematically improved to account for higher order correlations.

Tripathy, Agarwal, and Kumar34 used the total instantaneous
force between pairs of molecules extracted from condensed-phase
all-atom simulations to fit the parameters in an anisotropic CG
pair potential for several different polyaromatic hydrocarbons. Tanis
et al.28 used a similar force-matching approach, but, instead, used
average pair forces and torques from condensed-phase all-atom
simulations as a function of the pair configuration to fit analytical
CG pair potentials. Although demonstrated to accurately reproduce
properties of the FG all-atom models for specific systems, these
methods do not rigorously account for many-body effects on the
CG PMF, even though the molecule pairs used in the parameteri-
zation were extracted from condensed-phase simulations. They also
rely on CG potentials that can be decomposed into pair interactions,
limiting their ability to be generalized to more complex effective
interactions.

In this work, we derive a systematic and general CG para-
meterization method for anisotropic particles with a strong the-
oretical basis in rigorous statistical mechanical principles and
develop a computer algorithm for implementing it. The method,
which we have called anisotropic force-matching coarse-graining

(AFM-CG), is a generalization to anisotropic CG particles of the
multi-scale coarse-graining (MS-CG) method for isotropic CG par-
ticles, which uses force matching to relate interactions in the under-
lying FG model to those in the CG model. Unlike the existing
anisotropic force-matching methods,28,34 the AFM-CG method is
developed to approximate the FG PMF in a finite-temperature,
many-body condensed-phase system without assuming pair interac-
tions between CG particles and is not limited to specific functional
forms of the CG potentials, forces, or torques. As a proof of princi-
ple, the method is applied to systems of two anisotropic molecules,
benzene and perylene. A number of structural, thermodynamic, and
dynamical properties are compared between the CG and FG models
to verify the accuracy of the CG models and AFM-CG method.

II. THEORY
The theoretical background and computational implementa-

tion of the multi-scale coarse-graining (MS-CG) method that uses
force matching to parameterize interactions between isotropic CG
particles has been introduced previously.9,35,36 The method pro-
vides a rigorous statistical mechanical framework for determining
the interactions between CG particles so that the equilibrium phase-
space distribution of the CG system is consistent with that of
the atomically detailed FG system from which it is derived. Here,
we generalize the MS-CG method to CG models consisting of
anisotropic particles, in which the system configuration is defined
not only by particle positions, as in the case of isotropic (spherical)
particles, but also by particle orientations.

Consider a FG system comprising n spherical particles (atoms),
with particle positions and momenta rn

≡ (r1, . . . , rn) and pn

≡ (p1, . . . , pn), respectively, for which the potential energy as a func-
tion of FG particle coordinates is u(rn

). This FG system is to be
mapped onto a CG representation comprising N anisotropic par-
ticles, where N < n, whose configuration is defined by both the
CG particle positions RN

≡ (R1, . . . , RN) and their orientations ΩN

≡ (Ω1, . . . , ΩN). The conjugate momenta to these CG position and
angular coordinates are the linear momenta PN

≡ (P1, . . . , PN) and
angular momenta LN

≡ (L1, . . . , LN), respectively. (We use lower-
case symbols for FG variables and the corresponding upper-case
symbols for the corresponding CG variables.) The Hamiltonians of
the FG and CG systems are

HFG(rn, pn
) =

n

∑
i=1

p2
i

2mi
+ u(rn

) (1)

and

HCG(RN , ΩN , PN , LN
) =

N

∑
I=1
(

P2
I

2MI
+

LT
I III−1

I LI

2
) +U(RN , ΩN

), (2)

respectively, where mi is the mass of FG particle i, MI and IIII are the
mass and inertia tensor, respectively, of CG particle I, U(RN , ΩN

)

is the CG potential energy as a function of CG coordinates, and
the superscript “T” denotes a matrix transpose. The first and sec-
ond terms in the sum in Eq. (2) correspond to the translational and
rotational kinetic energies, respectively, of the CG particle.37 The
aims of the coarse-graining procedure are (1) to define a physically
appropriate mapping from FG to CG coordinates and (2) to derive
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expressions for the CG masses, inertia tensors, and potential energy
function that best represent the FG system.

In the MS-CG method for a dynamical system of isotropic
CG particles,35 the CG mapping and potential energy function are
chosen so that the equilibrium phase-space distribution of the CG
system is consistent with that of the FG system from which it is
derived since this choice guarantees that any equilibrium average
property of the CG system will be consistent with that of the FG
system. We impose the same condition here for anisotropic CG
particles and assume that the equilibrium phase-space probability
distribution for both the FG and CG systems can be factored into the
product of a configurational probability distribution and a momen-
tum probability distribution. From the FG Hamiltonian in Eq. (1),
the normalized equilibrium configurational distribution of the FG
system in the canonical ensemble is

PPPFG,c(rn
) =

1
ZFG

exp[−
u(rn
)

kBT
], (3)

where ZFG ≡ ∫ drn exp(− u(rn)
kBT ) is the configurational partition

function of the FG system, T is the temperature, and kB is
the Boltzmann constant. The normalized equilibrium momentum
distribution of the FG system is given as

PPPFG,m(pn
) =

1
(2πkBT)3n/2

n

∏
i=1

1
m3/2

i

exp(−
p2

i
2mikBT

). (4)

Similarly, from the CG Hamiltonian in Eq. (2), the normalized
equilibrium configurational distribution of the CG system is

PPPCG,c(RN , ΩN
) =

1
ZCG

exp[−
U(RN , ΩN

)

kBT
], (5)

where ZCG ≡ ∫ dRN
∫ dΩN exp(−U(RN ,ΩN)

kBT ) is the configurational
partition function of the CG system, and the normalized equilibrium
momentum distribution of the CG system is

PPPCG,m(PN , LN
) =

1
(2πkBT)3N

×
N

∏
I=1

exp[− 1
2kBT (

P2
I

MI
+ LT

I III−1
I LI)]

M3/2
I det (IIII)

1/2 , (6)

where det(IIII) is the determinant of IIII . The normalization factors in
Eqs. (4) and (6) are derived in the supplementary material, Sec. SIII.

A. Configuration-space consistency conditions
and coarse-grained forces and torques

The FG particle positions rn are mapped onto anisotropic CG
particle positions RN and orientations ΩN via the mapping operators

MMMN
R (r

n
) ≡ (MMMR1(rn

), . . . ,MMMRN(rn
)) = RN (7)

and

MMMN
Ω(r

n
) ≡ (MMMΩ1(rn

), . . . ,MMMΩN(rn
)) = ΩN , (8)

respectively. These mapping operators are defined so that the CG
coordinates have well-defined physical definitions in terms of the FG
coordinates. In the derivation of the MS-CG method for isotropic
CG particles,35 it was shown that consistency between FG and CG
models in momentum space requires that no FG particle contributes
to more than one CG particle. Thus, we impose the same condition
and, more specifically, represent the position and orientation of each
CG particle as the center-of-mass and principal axes of inertia of the
group of FG particles that are mapped onto it. We define N non-
intersecting subsets, ζ1, ζ2, . . . , ζN , of the FG particle indices such
that ζI contains the indices of FG particles that are mapped onto
CG site I. The position of CG particle I is defined as

RI =MMMRI(rn
) =
∑i∈ζI

miri

∑i∈ζI
mi

. (9)

The orientation of the CG particle, ΩI = (ΩI,1, ΩI,2, ΩI,3), is
represented by its three normalized principal axes of iner-
tia, ΩI,q, where q = 1, 2, 3. Thus, in the mapping MMMΩI(rn

)

= (MMMΩI,1(rn
),MMMΩI,2(rn

),MMMΩI,3(rn
)) = ΩI , MMMΩI,q(rn

) for the three
different values of q are the normalized eigenvectors of the inertia
tensor relative to the center-of-mass of the group of FG particles
mapped onto it,

IIIFG,I =∑
i∈ζI

mi(∥Δri∥
2E − ΔriΔrT

i ), (10)

where Δri = ri − RI is the position of FG particle i relative to the
center-of-mass (CG particle position) and E is the 3 × 3 identity
matrix. Figure 1 illustrates the mapping from FG to CG coordinates
for the example of two benzene molecules.

Given this mapping from FG to CG configurations, enforcing
consistency between FG and CG equilibrium configurational distri-
butions requires the probability of configuration (RN , ΩN

) in the CG
system to match the probability of the FG system being in a con-
figuration that maps onto this CG configuration. This condition is
given as

FIG. 1. Mapping of atomistic FG positions to CG position and orientation coor-
dinates for two benzene molecules coarse-grained to disk-shaped particles. The
black arrows on the CG particles indicate the principal axes of inertia that define
the CG orientations.
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PPPCG,c(RN , ΩN
) = ∫ drnPPPFG,c(rn

)δ(MMMN
R (r

n
) − RN

)

× δ(MMMN
Ω(r

n
) −ΩN

), (11)

where the Dirac delta functions constrain the mapped FG configu-
ration to match the CG configuration. Inserting Eqs. (3) and (5) into
Eq. (11) gives the CG potential energy function as

U(RN , ΩN
) = −kBT ln Z(RN , ΩN

) − kBT ln(
ZCG

ZFG
) (12)

with

Z(RN , ΩN
) = ∫ drn exp(−

u(rn
)

kBT
)

× δ(MMMN
R (r

n
) − RN

)δ(MMMN
Ω(r

n
) −ΩN

). (13)

Using Eqs. (12) and (13), the force on CG site I is

FI(RN , ΩN
) = −

∂U(RN , ΩN
)

∂RI

=
kBT

Z(RN , ΩN)
∫ drn exp(−

u(rn
)

kBT
)

× δ(MMMN
Ω(r

n
) −ΩN

)

×
N

∏
J≠I

δ(MMMRJ(rn
) − RJ)

×
∂

∂RI
δ(MMMRI(rn

) − RI). (14)

Using the definition of the linear mapping MMMRI(rn
) of FG to CG

positions [Eq. (9)] and applying the chain rule, the delta function
derivative in Eq. (14) can be recast in terms of FG coordinates as35

∂

∂RI
δ(MMMRI(rn

) − RI) = −∑
i∈ζI

∂

∂ri
δ(MMMRI(rn

) − RI). (15)

Inserting Eq. (15) into Eq. (14) and integrating by parts, using the
fact that the sum of derivatives with respect to positions of FG par-
ticles mapped onto CG particle I vanishes for the factor involving
the orientation of CG particle I or for any term involving CG par-
ticles J ≠ I because no FG particle contributes to more than one CG
particle, give

FI(RN , ΩN
) =

1
Z(RN , ΩN)

∫ drn exp(−
u(rn
)

kBT
)

×
⎛

⎝
∑
i∈ζI

f i(r
n
)
⎞

⎠
δ(MMMN

R (r
n
) − RN

)

× δ(MMMN
Ω(r

n
) −ΩN

) = ⟨∑
i∈ζI

f i(r
n
)⟩

RN ,ΩN

, (16)

where f i = −
∂u(rn)
∂ri

is the force on particle i in the FG system
and ⟨⋅ ⋅ ⋅⟩RN ,ΩN denotes an average over FG configurations that are
mapped to CG configuration (RN , ΩN

). Equation (16) generalizes
the force-matching condition of the MS-CG method for isotropic
CG particles35 to anisotropic particles. It shows that consistency

between the FG and CG models in configuration space requires
the force on a CG particle in a particular CG system configuration
to equal the average total force acting on its constituent FG par-
ticles in FG configurations mapped onto the CG configuration. A
full derivation of the expression for CG forces can be found in the
supplementary material, Sec. SI.

Besides this condition for the CG forces, for anisotropic CG
particles, an independent condition can be derived for the torques
on the CG particles from the consistency between FG and CG
configurational distributions. The condition is given as

τI(RN , ΩN
) = ⟨τFG,I(rn

)⟩RN ,ΩN , (17)

where τI(RN , ΩN
) is the torque on CG particle I, which is related to

derivatives of the CG potential U(RN , ΩN
) with respect to the three

normalized principal axis vectors ΩI,q by38

τI(RN , ΩN
) = −∑

q
ΩI,q ⨉

∂U(RN ,ΩN)
∂ΩI,q

, (18)

while

⟨τFG,I(rn
)⟩RN ,ΩN = ⟨∑

i∈ζI

Δri ⨉ f i(r
n
)⟩

RN ,ΩN

(19)

is the average total torque with respect to the center-of-mass on the
FG particles mapped onto CG particle I in FG configurations that
correspond to the CG configuration. This torque-matching condi-
tion is analogous to the force-matching condition derived above,
just with forces replaced by torques. A full derivation of this torque-
matching condition is given in the supplementary material, Sec. SII,
with only the key points outlined below.

We start with the right-hand side of Eq. (17), which can be
written analogously to Eq. (16) for the average FG force as

⟨τFG,I(rn
)⟩RN ,ΩN =

1
Z(RN , ΩN)

∫ drn exp(−
u(rn
)

kBT
)

×

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

∑
i∈ζI

Δri ⨉ (−
∂u(rn)
∂ri
)

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

× δ(MMMN
R (r

n
) − RN

)

× δ(MMMN
Ω(r

n
) −ΩN

), (20)

using Eq. (19) and f i = −
∂u(rn)
∂ri

. Using the identity39 ∇ ⨉ (ϕA)
= ∇ϕ ⨉ A + ϕ∇ ⨉ A for scalar ϕ and vector A and the divergence
theorem39 and noting that the resulting surface integral at infinity
vanishes, this equation becomes

⟨τFG,I(rn
)⟩RN ,ΩN = −

kBT
Z(RN , ΩN)

∫ drn exp(−
u(rn
)

kBT
)

×

⎧⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

∑
i∈ζI

Δri ⨉
∂
∂ri
[δ(MMMN

R (r
n
) − RN

)

× δ(MMMN
Ω(r

n
) −ΩN

)]

⎫⎪⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎭

. (21)
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Using the fact that the sum involving derivatives with respect to the
positions of FG particles mapped onto CG particle I vanishes for
the factor involving the position of CG particle I and for any term
involving CG particles J ≠ I gives

⟨τFG,I(rn
)⟩RN ,ΩN

= −
kBT

Z(RN , ΩN)
∫ drn exp(−

u(rn
)

kBT
)

× δ(MMMN
R (r

n
) − RN

)
N

∏
J≠I

δ(MMMΩJ(rn
) −ΩJ)

×

⎧⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎩

∑
q

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

∏
q′≠q

δ(MMMΩI,q′(rn
) −ΩI,q′)

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

×

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

∑
i∈ζI

Δri ⨉
∂
∂ri

δ(MMMΩI,q(rn
) −ΩI,q)

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

⎫⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎭

, (22)

where MMMΩI,q(rn
) is the mapping from FG coordinates to the unit

vector along the principal axis q of the set of FG particles that
are mapped onto CG particle I and ΩI,q is the corresponding
unit vector for the CG particle. Using the chain rule to express
∂δ(MMMΩI,q(rn)−ΩI,q)

∂ri
in terms of ∂δ(MMMΩI,q(rn)−ΩI,q)

∂MMMΩI,q(rn) and ∂MMMΩI,q(rn)
∂ri

, evaluat-
ing the latter derivative using the relationship between the derivative
with respect to a variable of a real symmetric matrix (here IIIFG,I)
and the derivatives of its eigenvectors [here MMMΩI,q(rn

)] with non-
degenerate eigenvalues (here the principal moments of inertia IFG,I,q)
with respect to the same variable,40 and noting that ∂δ(MMMΩI,q(rn)−ΩI,q)

∂MMMΩI,q(rn)

= −
∂δ(MMMΩI,q(rn)−ΩI,q)

∂ΩI,q
, this equation becomes

⟨τFG,I(rn
)⟩RN ,ΩN =

kBT
Z(RN , ΩN)

∫ drn exp(−
u(rn
)

kBT
)

× δ(MMMN
R (r

n
) − RN

)
N

∏
J≠I

δ(MMMΩJ(rn
) −ΩJ)

×
⎛

⎝
∑

q
ΩI,q ⨉

∂
∂ΩI,q

δ(MMMΩI(rn
) −ΩI)

⎞

⎠
. (23)

Note that even though the derivation of Eq. (23) assumed non-
degenerate principal moments IFG,I,q, the final result does not
depend on IFG,I,q. Thus, the limit as different principal moments
approach degeneracy is well-defined and Eq. (23) is valid for both
uniaxial and biaxial CG particles. Noting that the only factor in the
integral in Eq. (23) that depends on ΩI,q is δ(MMMΩI(rn

) −ΩI) and that
ΩI,q does not depend on rn and using the definition of Z(RN , ΩN

) in
Eq. (13), Eq. (23) reduces to

⟨τFG,I(rn
)⟩RN ,ΩN =

kBT
Z(RN , ΩN)

∑
q

ΩI,q ⨉
∂Z(RN ,ΩN)

∂ΩI,q
, (24)

from which the torque-matching relationship given by
Eqs. (17)–(19) follows using the relationship between Z(RN , ΩN

)

and U(RN , ΩN
) in Eq. (12).

B. Momentum-space consistency conditions
The FG particle momenta pn are mapped onto anisotropic

CG particle linear momenta PN and angular momenta LN via the
mapping operators

MMMN
P (p

n
) ≡ (MMMP1(pn

), . . . ,MMMPN(pn
)) = PN (25)

and

MMMN
L (p

n, rn
) ≡ (MMML1(pn, rn

), . . . ,MMMLN(pn, rn
)) = LN , (26)

respectively. The definitions of these mappings follow from the
relationship between generalized coordinates and momenta from
Hamilton’s equations and the definitions of the mappings from FG
positions to CG positions and orientations given by Eqs. (9) and
(10). The mapping to the linear momentum for CG particle I is
given as

MMMPI(pn
) = PI =MIṘI

=MI
∑i∈ζI

miṙi

∑i∈ζI
mi
=

MI

∑i∈ζI
mi
∑
i∈ζI

pi, (27)

where we have used the mapping of particle positions in Eq. (9)
and Hamilton’s equations, ṙi =

∂HFG
∂pi

and ṘI =
∂HCG
∂PI

, applied to the
FG and CG Hamiltonians in Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively, to relate
the FG and CG linear momenta and velocities. The mapping to the
angular momentum of CG particle I is given as

MMMLI(pn, rn
) = LI = IIIIωI = IIIIIII−1

FG,IIIIFG,IωI

= IIIIIII−1
FG,I∑

i∈ζI

Δri ⨉ pi, (28)

where we have applied Hamilton’s equation, ωI =
∂HCG
∂LI

, for the CG
angular velocity ωI to Eq. (2) and used the fact that the mapping
of particle orientations defined by Eq. (10) requires the mapped
FG angular velocity to equal the CG angular velocity. This identi-
fies IIIFG,IωI as the total angular momentum of the FG particles with
respect to their center-of-mass, ∑i∈ζI

Δri ⨉ pi, given the definition
of the CG orientation ΩI in terms of the principal axes of inertia of
the group of FG particles that are mapped onto the CG particle. The
mappingMMMLI(pn, rn

) for the angular momentum depends on the FG
positions due to the dependence of the angular momentum on FG
particle positions with respect to the center-of-mass.

Consistency between the FG and CG systems in momen-
tum space requires the linear and angular momentum probability
distributions in the CG system to match the corresponding prob-
ability distributions of the mapped FG system. As the CG angular
momentum mapping depends on both FG coordinates and
momenta, the derivation of momentum-space consistency condi-
tions must use the overall matching of the equilibrium phase-space
distributions of the FG and CG systems,

PPPCG,m(PN , LN
)PPPCG,c(RN , ΩN

)

=∬ drndpnPPPFG,m(pn
)PPPFG,c(rn

)

× δ(MMMN
P (p

n
) − PN

)δ(MMMN
L (p

n, rn
) − LN

)

× δ(MMMN
R (r

n
) − RN

)δ(MMMN
Ω(r

n
) −ΩN

). (29)
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Inserting Eqs. (4) and (6) for the FG and CG momentum prob-
ability distributions and Eqs. (25)–(28) for the linear and angular
momentum mappings gives

(2πkBT)(3n/2−3N)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

N

∏
I=1

exp[− 1
2kBT (

P2
I

MI
+ LT

I III−1
I LI)]

M3/2
I det (IIII)

1/2

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

×PPPCG,c(RN , ΩN
)

= ∫ drnPPPFG,c(rn
)δ(MMMN

R (r
n
) − RN

)δ(MMMN
Ω(r

n
) −ΩN

)

×
N

∏
I=1
∫

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

∏
i∈ζI

dpim
−3/2
i exp(−

p2
i

2mikBT
)

× δ
⎛

⎝
cp∑

i∈ζI

pi − PI
⎞

⎠
δ
⎛

⎝
CCCL∑

i∈ζI

Δri ⨉ pi − LI
⎞

⎠

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

, (30)

where cp ≡
MI

∑i∈ζI
mi

andCCCL ≡ IIIIIII−1
FG,I . The integrals in Eq. (30) over the

FG momenta pi can be carried out analytically by using the Fourier
representation of the Dirac delta functions and Gaussian identities
to give

[
N

∏
I=1

exp(−
P2

I

2kBTMI
)][

N

∏
I=1

exp(−
LT

I III−1
I LI

2kBT
)]PPPCG,c(RN , ΩN

)

=

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

N

∏
I=1
(
∑i∈ζI

mi

MI
)

3/2
exp
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

−

∑
i∈ζI

miP2
I

2M2
I kBT

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

× ∫ drnPPPFG,c(rn
)δ(MMMN

R (r
n
) − RN

)δ(MMMN
Ω(r

n
) −ΩN

)

×
N

∏
I=1
(

det(IIIFG,I)

det(IIII)
)

1/2
exp(−

LT
I III−1

I IIIFG,IIII−1
I LI

2kBT
). (31)

For this equation to hold for all values of the CG linear momentum
for all CG particles, each factor involving the linear momentum PI
of a CG particle I must be equal on the two sides of the equation,
which requires the CG particle mass to satisfy

MI =∑
i∈ζI

mi. (32)

This consistency condition for the CG linear momenta had pre-
viously been derived (in a more general form for a more general
linear mapping from FG to CG positions) in the development of the
MS-CG method for isotropic CG particles.35

Inserting Eq. (32) into Eq. (31) and matching the FG and CG
configurational distributions using Eq. (11) give

N

∏
I=1

det (IIII)
1/2 exp(−

LT
I III−1

I LI

2kBT
)

= ⟨
N

∏
I=1

det (IIIFG,I)
1/2 exp(−

LT
I III−1

I IIIFG,IIII−1
I LI

2kBT
)⟩

RN ,ΩN

, (33)

where ⟨⋅ ⋅ ⋅⟩RN ,ΩN denotes an average over FG configurations that
are mapped to CG configuration (RN , ΩN

). The left-hand side of
Eq. (33) consists of a product of separate factors for each CG particle

that do not depend on the configuration of the CG system, whereas
the right-hand side, in general, is not separable into independent
factors and does depend on the CG configuration. Consistency
between FG and CG angular momenta requires the right-hand side
of Eq. (33) to be separable into independent factors for each prin-
cipal axis of each CG particle, which should be achievable (at least
approximately) via a judicious choice of the CG mapping, e.g., by
mapping groups of FG particles that form approximately rigid bod-
ies into CG particles such that the inertia tensor IIIFG,I of each group
of FG particles is largely unperturbed by the surrounding particles.
In this case, from Eq. (33), the consistency condition for the angular
momentum about the principal axis q of CG particle I is

I1/2
I,q exp(−

L2
I,q

2II,qkBT
) = ⟨I1/2

FG,I,q exp
⎛

⎝
−

IFG,I,qL2
I,q

2I2
I,qkBT

⎞

⎠
⟩

RI ,ΩI

, (34)

where IFG,I,q, II,q, and LI,q are the FG moment of inertia, CG moment
of inertia, and angular momentum about the q axis for CG particle
I and ⟨⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⟩RI ,ΩI denotes an equilibrium average over FG configura-
tions consistent with the coordinate mapping of CG particle I. This
condition can be simplified to eliminate the CG moment of inertia
II,q from the right-hand side by using Eq. (28) to write it in terms of
CG angular velocities as

I1/2
I,q exp(−

II,qω2
I,q

2kBT
) = ⟨I1/2

FG,I,q exp(−
IFG,I,qω2

I,q

2kBT
)⟩

RI ,ΩI

, (35)

where ωI,q is the angular velocity component corresponding to the
q axis. For the left- and right-hand sides of Eq. (35) to be consis-
tent, they must have the same functional dependence on the angular
velocity ωI,q, which is shown in Sec. SIII of the supplementary
material to be the case if the fluctuations of IFG,I,q are small compared
with its mean. [For a Gaussian distribution of IFG,I,q, this condition
corresponds to the standard deviation of IFG,I,q being much smaller

than its mean, i.e., ⟨(IFG,I,q − ⟨IFG,I,q⟩RI ,ΩI)
2
⟩

1/2
RI ,ΩI
≪ ⟨IFG,I,q⟩RI ,ΩI .] In

this case, Eq. (35) reduces to

I1/2
I,q exp(−

II,qω2
I,q

2kBT
) ≈ ⟨IFG,I,q⟩

1/2
RI ,ΩI

exp
⎛

⎝
−
⟨IFG,I,q⟩RI ,ΩI

ω2
I,q

2kBT
⎞

⎠
, (36)

from which comparing the left- and right-hand sides gives

II,q ≈ ⟨IFG,I,q⟩RI ,ΩI
(37)

for each principal axis q. This expression implies that consis-
tency between the FG and CG angular-momentum distributions is
achieved if the CG principal moments of inertia are equal to the cor-
responding averages of the principal moments of inertia of the FG
particles mapped onto the CG particle, provided that their fluctu-
ations are small compared to the average values. Note that if this
condition is satisfied, the assumption used to derive Eq. (33) from
Eq. (34) of independent FG inertia tensors for each CG particle will
be approximately satisfied. The full derivation for the momentum-
space consistency conditions for anisotropic particles is given in the
supplementary material, Sec. SIII.
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C. Anisotropic force-matching coarse-graining
(AFM-CG) consistency conditions

In summary, the following conditions are sufficient to yield
a CG model consisting of anisotropic particles whose equilibrium
canonical phase-space distribution is consistent with a particular FG
model:

1. Each CG particle represents a group of one or more atoms in
the FG system, and each atom is only involved in the definition
of one CG particle. The CG position and orientation coordi-
nates correspond to the center-of-mass and principal axes of
inertia, respectively, of the FG particles that constitute the CG
particle.

2. The CG potential is defined such that the force and torque
on each CG particle in a particular CG configuration are
equal to the averages over equivalent FG configurations of
the total force and total torque with respect to the center-
of-mass, respectively, on the FG particles that constitute the
CG particle, as expressed in Eq. (16) and in Eqs. (17)–(19),
respectively.

3. Given condition 1, the mass of each CG particle is defined as
the sum of the constituent FG particles.

4. Given condition 1, each CG particle is defined such that the
fluctuations of each principal moment of inertia of the group
of constituent FG particles are much smaller than its mean,
and the CG principal moments of inertia are defined to be
equal to the mean values of the corresponding FG principal
moments of inertia.

III. COARSE-GRAINING AND SIMULATION METHODS
A. Anisotropic force-matching coarse-graining
(AFM-CG) algorithm

The AFM-CG method produces anisotropic CG force fields
from the FG many-body PMF by means of force and torque match-
ing. In practice, identifying the CG potential U(RN , ΩN

) that yields
CG forces and torques that satisfy the force- and torque-matching
conditions in Eqs. (16)–(19) exactly for any CG configuration
(RN , ΩN

) is generally non-trivial. However, by approximating the
CG potential U(RN , ΩN ; λ) as a set of functions that depends on
a set of parameters λ, the optimal CG potential of this form sub-
ject to the force- and torque-matching conditions can be found as
the one whose parameters λ minimize the average squared residual
between the CG and FG forces and torques in corresponding system
configurations,35 given by

χ2
[λ] =

1
6N
⟨

N

∑
I=1

⎧⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎩

RRRRRRRRRRR

∑
i∈ζI

f i(r
n
) − FI(RN , ΩN ; λ)

RRRRRRRRRRR

2

+
1
η2

RRRRRRRRRRR

∑
i∈ζI

Δri ⨉ f i(r
n
) − τI(RN , ΩN ; λ)

RRRRRRRRRRR

2⎫⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎭

⟩, (38)

where FI(RN , ΩN ; λ) = −∂U(RN , ΩN ; λ)/∂RI is the force
and τI(RN , ΩN ; λ) = −∑qΩI,q ⨉ (∂U(RN , ΩN ; λ)/∂ΩI,q) is the
torque on CG particle I for the specified force field, (RN , ΩN

)

= (MMMN
R (r

n
),MMMN

Ω(r
n
)) are the mapped CG coordinates correspond-

ing to the FG configuration rn, and the angle brackets denote an

average over the equilibrium ensemble of the FG model. The torque
residual is scaled by a factor 1/η, where η has units of length, so
that it has the same units as the force residual. Optimization of the
CG force field only requires that a FG simulation be conducted
to give the FG forces and torques as a function of FG positions.
For each equilibrium FG simulation configuration used for CG
parameterization, the FG positions are mapped onto CG positions
and orientations to calculate the CG forces and torques used to
evaluate the force and torque residual in Eq. (38).

In general, the CG potential is a sum of intramolecular and
intermolecular interactions, including non-bonded electrostatic and
van der Waals dispersion interactions and bond-stretching, angle-
bending, and dihedral-torsion interactions. While the AFM-CG
method can be applied to construct all of these CG interaction types,
in this work, we focus on anisotropic non-bonded interactions,
as the other interactions are readily approximated using existing
coarse-graining methods, such as the MS-CG method for isotropic
CG particles35 or the iterative Boltzmann inversion method.41 In
the general case, a hybrid approach using the AFM-CG method for
non-bonded interactions and another method for bonded interac-
tions could be used. Several previous studies of isotropic CG models
have obtained the CG potential using hybrid approaches employ-
ing more than one coarse-graining method and have demonstrated
good structural and thermodynamic accuracy.42,43

Similarly to the implementation of the MS-CG method,35 we
have used a linear combination of scalar basis functions to approx-
imate the non-bonded CG potential.36 In general, this potential is
a many-body interaction that depends on the positions and ori-
entations of all CG particles in the system. In the implementation
presented here, we have assumed that this potential is the sum of
pair-wise interactions between CG particles, which significantly sim-
plifies the CG potential into a function only of the relative positions
and orientations of pairs of CG particles. Extension of the method
beyond two-body interactions is possible. With this approximation,
in general, each basis function in the CG potential can be written
as a function of a set of six scalar variables, ξ ≡ (ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξ6), that
are functions of the relative position RIJ and orientation ΩIJ of a
pair of CG particles I and J. For the simplest case in which the
pair interaction is the same for all CG particles (generalization to
different interaction types is straightforward), the CG potential can
be written as a sum over Nb scalar basis functions Bb per pair of
particles as

U(RN , ΩN ; λ) =
Nb

∑
b=1

λb

N

∑
I=1

N

∑
J≠I

Bb(ξ(RIJ , ΩIJ)), (39)

where λ = (λ1, . . . , λNb) is the corresponding basis coefficient vector.
The force and torque on CG particle I due to this potential are, thus,
given as

FI(RN , ΩN ; λ) = −
Nb

∑
b=1

λb

N

∑
J≠I

6

∑
j=1

∂Bb(ξ)
∂ξj

∂ξj

∂RI

=

Nb

∑
b=1

λbG(f)b,I (R
N , ΩN

) (40)
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and

τI(RN , ΩN ; λ) = −
Nb

∑
b=1

λb

N

∑
J≠I

6

∑
j=1

∂Bb(ξ)
∂ξj

∑
q

ΩI,q ⨉
∂ξj
∂ΩI,q

=

Nb

∑
b=1

λbG(t)b,I (R
N , ΩN

), (41)

where G(f)b,I (R
N , ΩN

) = −∑
N
J≠I∑

6
j=1

∂Bb(ξ)
∂ξj

∂ξj
∂RI

is a force basis vector

function and G(t)b,I (R
N , ΩN

) = −∑
N
J≠I∑

6
j=1

∂Bb(ξ)
∂ξj
∑qΩI,q ⨉

∂ξj
∂ΩI,q

is a
torque basis vector function for CG particle I. Inserting Eqs. (40) and
(41) into Eq. (38) results in

χ2
[λ] =

1
6N
⟨

N

∑
I=1

⎧⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎩

RRRRRRRRRRR

∑
i∈ζI

f i(r
n
) −

Nb

∑
b=1

λbG(f)b,I (R
N , ΩN

)

RRRRRRRRRRR

2

+
1
η2

RRRRRRRRRRR

∑
i∈ζI

Δri ⨉ f i(r
n
) −

Nb

∑
b=1

λbG(t)b,I (R
N , ΩN

)

RRRRRRRRRRR

2⎫⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎭

⟩. (42)

The minimization of the force and torque residual in Eq. (42) is
equivalent to obtaining the least-squares solution λ of the matrix
equation36

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

GGG(f)

1
η
GGG(t)

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

λ =
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

FFF
1
η
TTT

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

, (43)

where GGG(f) and GGG(t) are 3Nt ×Nb matrices, λ is a column vector of
size Nb, andFFF andTTT are column vectors of size 3Nt, with t being the
number of FG configurations used for CG parameterization. Each of
the Nb columns of the matrix GGG(f) contains the three components
of the basis force vectors G(f)b,I (R

N , ΩN
), and similarly, each column

of GGG(t) contains the three components of the basis torque vectors
G(t)b,I (R

N , ΩN
) for each of the N CG particles in each of the t FG

configurations. The vector FFF contains the three components of the
corresponding total FG force, ∑

i∈ζI

f i(r
n
), and the vector TTT contains

the three components of the corresponding torque, ∑
i∈ζI

Δri⨉ f i(r
n
),

on the FG particles comprising each of the N CG particles in each
of the same t FG configurations. As the matrix generally contains
many rows compared with the number of columns, it is beneficial to
apply prior sequential QR factorizations to transform it into square
form44 to reduce the computational cost of producing the least-
squares solution. After finding the optimal parameter set λ, the CG
potential U(RN , ΩN ; λ) can be reconstructed using Eq. (39), from
which forces and torques can be calculated for use in dynamical
simulations.

B. Basis set expansion of anisotropic CG potential
In the implementation of the MS-CG method for isotropic CG

particles, several different types of basis functions of a single vari-
able (the inter-particle separation) were tested, including discrete
delta functions, linear spline basis functions, and piecewise con-
tinuous cubic polynomials.36 For anisotropic CG particles in the
AFM-CG method, multivariate basis functions must be used as the

potential depends on both the relative position and orientation of
CG particles.

For two anisotropic CG particles I and J, the basis functions in
the pair-wise expansion of the CG potential can be written, in gen-
eral, as a function of the set of variables ξ = {R, α, β, γ, ϕ, θ}, where
R is the inter-particle distance; α, β, and γ are the Euler angles that
describe the rotation of particle I into the frame of particle J; and
θ and ϕ are the angles between the inter-particle vector and a spe-
cific principal axis on each particle. Details of the calculations of
the relative positions and orientations of pairs of CG particles and
the formulas for the scalar variables are given in Sec. SIV of the
supplementary material.

The form of these basis functions plays an important role in
defining the shape of the CG potential and the accuracy of the
method. Here, we have assumed that each multivariate basis func-
tion is a product of a cubic spline function of the inter-particle
distance R, which ensures smoothness and continuity of the forces
and torques, and cosine functions of the other orientational variables
in the case where the CG non-bonded potentials are even periodic
functions of angular variables. Hence, we have represented the linear
combination of basis functions in Eq. (39) as

Nb

∑
i=1

λiBi(R, α, β, γ, ϕ, θ)

≡

NR

∑
n=1

Nα

∑
kα=0

Nβ

∑
kβ=0

Nγ

∑
kγ=0

Nϕ

∑
kϕ=0

Nθ

∑
kθ=0

λn,kα ,kβ ,kγ ,kϕ ,kθ μn(R)

× cos(kαα) cos(kββ) cos(kγγ) cos(kϕϕ) cos(kθθ), (44)

where there are Nb = NRNαNβNγNϕNθ basis coefficients
λn,kα ,kβ ,kγ ,kϕ ,kθ in total to be optimized and μn(R) is one of the
NR cubic spline basis functions of the inter-particle distance
variable. For CG models that have rotational symmetry around one
or more axes, the number of angular variables required to specify
the pair configuration is reduced. For example, for uniaxial CG
particles with one axis of rotational symmetry, only one Euler angle
is needed to describe rotation between the molecular coordinate
frames, reducing the number of variables in Eq. (44) by two. Explicit
formulas for the cubic spline basis functions and expressions for
the force and torque basis vectors are given in Sec. SIV of the
supplementary material.

C. Modified S-function fit to anisotropic CG potential
Evaluation of CG forces and torques from the expression for the

CG potential in Eq. (44) can be computationally costly if the number
of basis functions is large. To expedite force and torque evaluations
so as to enable more efficient CG MD simulations, we have fit the
optimized CG potential obtained by AFM-CG to a simpler analyti-
cal form containing a smaller number of parameters. The reason for
first optimizing the parameters in the CG potential given by a linear
basis set expansion by force and torque matching instead of directly
doing force and torque matching on this simpler nonlinear function
is that optimization can be achieved efficiently with the linear func-
tion in a single step by solving a matrix equation, instead of requiring
a multi-step iterative process. Alternatively, optimization of a CG
potential that is a nonlinear function of its parameters by force and
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torque matching could be achieved directly by, for example, adapt-
ing previous approaches for optimizing nonlinear CG potentials to
minimize an objective function.45 To obtain the parameters for the
simpler potential, we minimized the difference between this poten-
tial and the CG potential given by the linear basis set expansion for
a large number of pair configurations from the FG simulations that
were used for CG parameterization. The trust region reflective non-
linear least-squares algorithm46 in the optimize.least_squares
module of the SciPy Python package47 was used for this purpose.
For this simpler potential, we have used a modified form of the S-
function potential US for disk-shaped particles,48–50 to which two
additional terms, Uexp and Uosc, have been added to enable a better
fit to the CG potential: Uexp enables a better fit to the repulsive part of
the potential, while Uosc captures oscillations in the potential. Thus,
the pair-wise potential between uniaxial CG particles I and J, which
is a function of the vector RIJ = RI − RJ that connects the particle
centers and the unit vectors ûI and ûJ along the unique axis of each
particle, was fitted to the form

Umod
S (RIJ , ûI , ûJ) = US +Uexp +Uosc, (45)

where

US(RIJ , ûI , ûJ) = 4ϵ[A(
σ0

d
)

p
− (

σ0

d
)

6
], (46)

Uexp(RIJ , ûI , ûJ) = ϵexp exp[−κ1
dexp

σ0
], (47)

and

Uosc(RIJ , ûI , ûJ) = ϵosc{cos[k2
dosc

σ
] + C2} exp[−κ2

dosc

σ
], (48)

with

d(RIJ , ûI , ûJ) = RIJ − σ + σ0, (49)

dexp(RIJ , ûI , ûJ) = RIJ − σ + σexp, (50)

and

dosc(RIJ , ûI , ûJ) = RIJ − σ + σosc. (51)

Here, RIJ ≡ ∥RIJ∥ and R̂IJ ≡ RIJ/RIJ , while σ0, σexp, κ1, σosc, k2,
κ2, and C2 are fit parameters. ϵ(R̂IJ , ûI , ûJ), ϵexp(R̂IJ , ûI , ûJ), and
ϵosc(R̂IJ , ûI , ûJ) are anisotropic energy functions, and σ(R̂IJ , ûI , ûJ)

is an anisotropic distance function, which contains a number of fit
parameters. The standard form of the S-function potential49 was
modified to include the exponent p(R̂IJ , ûI , ûJ), which is a function
of the pair orientation. The forms of these anisotropic fitted func-
tions and derivation of the forces and torques are defined in Sec. SV
of the supplementary material.

To enable CG simulations at constant pressure and tempera-
ture (NPT ensemble) that accurately capture the density of the FG
system, an isotropic linear correction was added to the fitted CG
potentials of the form8

ΔU(Rij) = b(1 −
Rij

Rc
), (52)

where Rc is the cutoff distance for the non-bonded CG interactions
and b is a parameter that was chosen so that the pressure in the
CG simulation matched that of the corresponding FG simulation
under the parameterization conditions. This pressure correction was
relatively small compared with the fitted modified S-function poten-
tial for the systems studied, as shown in Figs. S4 and S15 of the
supplementary material. More rigorous methods of pressure-
matching for CG parameterization in the NPT ensemble involving
thermodynamic state-dependent corrections are possible, along the
lines of those previously applied to isotropic CG models,12,51–53 and
will be the focus of future study.

D. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
All MD simulations were conducted with a modified version

of the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator
(LAMMPS) software package54–56 (version 3 March 20) incorpo-
rating the modified S-function pair potential [Eq. (45)]. All-atom
FG simulations used parameters from the Optimized Potential for
Liquid Simulations-All Atoms (OPLS-AA) force field57–61 without
modification, using a cut-off distance for short-ranged non-bonded
interactions of 10 Å and calculating the long-ranged component of
the electrostatic interactions with the particle–particle particle–mesh
(PPPM) method.56,62 The lengths of bonds involving hydrogen
atoms were constrained using the SHAKE algorithm63 in these
simulations. These simulations were carried out at constant tem-
perature and pressure (NPT ensemble), with the pressure set to 1
atm. Although the derivation of the AFM-CG method given above
is for the constant-volume conditions of the NVT ensemble rather
than constant pressure, volume fluctuations (as measured by their
standard deviation) were less than 1% of the average system vol-
ume in the FG simulations used for CG parameterization for all
systems studied, and so the use of NPT simulations is expected to
have minimal impact on coarse-graining.

CG simulations were carried out with the fitted modified
S-function potential [Eq. (45)] with interactions truncated at
a system-dependent cut-off distance Rc. After optimizing the
pressure-correction potential [Eq. (52)] in the NVT ensemble at the
same temperature used for the AFM-CG parameterization, CG sim-
ulations were undertaken in the NPT ensemble. CG simulations in
the NVT ensemble with densities set to the FG average values were
also conducted to compare with the FG simulations without the
confounding effect of differing densities. Temperature and pressure
were controlled with a Nosé–Hoover thermostat and barostat,64,65

and particle positions were updated using the velocity Verlet66 time
integrator in both the FG and CG simulations. The equations of
motion in the CG simulations were integrated using the ASPHERE
package67 in LAMMPS, in which particle orientations are stored as
quaternions66 and updated using Richardson iterations.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As a proof of principle, we have applied the AFM-CG method

to coarse grain pure liquid systems of benzene and perylene (Fig. 2),
with both molecules modeled as uniaxial anisotropic particles with
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FIG. 2. Chemical structures of (a) benzene and (b) perylene.

a single non-equivalent principal axis. In both cases, the principal
moments of inertia of the CG particles were defined in terms of
the average principal moments of inertia of the molecules in the
FG simulation used for parameterization. The fluctuations in the
principal moments of inertia in the FG simulations were verified
to be small compared with their mean values in both cases (supple-
mentary material, Figs. S2 and S13, respectively), so approximating
the CG principal moments by the corresponding average FG values
should accurately satisfy the momentum-space consistency condi-
tion described in Sec. II C. While benzene is approximately uniaxial,
perylene is more accurately described as biaxial, although the two
in-plane axes are relatively similar in length compared with the out-
of-plane axis. Thus, we have used a uniaxial CG perylene model here
for simplicity as it significantly reduces the number of basis func-
tions needed to represent the anisotropic CG potential. For both
molecules, the moments of inertia about the two in-plane princi-
pal axes in the CG model were set to be equal to the average of
the FG principal moments of inertia about the two in-plane axes.
Extension of the method to biaxial CG models is possible. Simula-
tion speedups of 40–150 times—due to both the reduction in the
computational time per simulation time step and the larger time step
that was feasible—were achieved using the CG models compared
with the FG models for simulations carried out on eight Intel Core
i7 6700K central processing units (CPUs). Further speedups could
be achieved by porting the simulation code to graphics processing
units (GPUs).

A. Benzene
An all-atom simulation of 500 benzene molecules at 300 K and

1 atm was conducted to parameterize the CG model, in which each
benzene molecule was mapped to a single CG particle. Simulations
of the same system were also carried out at 280, 320, 330, and 350 K
to verify transferability of the CG model across thermodynamic con-
ditions. The simulation time step was 2 fs. The total duration of each
simulation was 25 ns, with data from the last 20 ns used for analy-
sis. Atom coordinates, forces, and torques from simulation at 300 K
were output every 1000 time steps (2 ps) to produce a total of 10 000
simulation snapshots as input data for CG parameterization.

The cutoff for CG pair-wise interactions was set to 10 Å. As
the CG model had uniaxial symmetry, only the position and out-
of-plane principal axis of each molecule were needed to define the
pair interaction. To scale the torque residual in Eq. (38) in the CG

FIG. 3. Benzene AFM-CG pair potential (without pressure correction) for various
dimer configurations calculated using basis set expansion (solid lines with error
bars) and fitted modified S-function potential (dashed lines).

parameterization, we took η = 1.63 Å, the average semi-axis length
of benzene, but the optimized CG potential was found to be largely
insensitive to the choice of this scaling factor (see Sec. SIVE of the
supplementary material). Following optimization of the CG poten-
tial, the root-mean-square error (RMSE) between the CG and FG
forces [the square root of the force residual in Eq. (38)] was 2.58 kcal
mol−1 Å−1, while the RMSE for the torque was 4.66 kcal mol−1. The
force RMSE is significantly lower than RMSEs obtained for isotropic
CG models using the MS-CG method with a similar coarse-graining
level36 and is comparable to the RMSE for a multi-site CG ben-
zene model with many-body interactions.68 The optimized CG pair
potential is shown as a function of intermolecular distance for sev-
eral relative orientations of benzene dimers in Fig. 3 and for more
relative orientations in the supplementary material (Sec. SVIB). The
minimum of the potential curve for the edge-to-face configuration
is at about 5 Å, which agrees with previous experimental results69,70

and quantum calculations70,71 for benzene dimers.
The fitted modified S-function potential curves for the face-

to-face, edge-to-face, and edge-to-edge configurations are compared
with the AFM-CG curves in Fig. 3. The additional oscillatory term
in the fitted potential improves the fit considerably compared with
using the S-function form on its own. The fit is generally good
with a RMSE between the final fitted model and the FG forces of
2.58 kcal mol−1 Å−1 and with a RMSE for the torques of 4.67 kcal
mol−1, which is essentially identical to the corresponding values for
the basis set expansion. The CG potential curves with and without
the pressure correction are similar, as shown in the supplementary
material, Fig. S4. The parameters used for the CG simulation of
benzene are given in Table S2 of the supplementary material.

NPT CG simulations of 500 CG benzene molecules were car-
ried out for 15 ns using a time step of 10 fs, with data from the
last 10 ns used for analysis. The average densities of liquid benzene
from NPT simulations of the pressure-corrected CG model at 1 atm
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FIG. 4. Benzene density vs temperature at 1 atm for the FG and AFM-CG models
compared with experimental values (Expa: Ref. 72; Expb: Ref. 73). Error bars for
simulated densities are smaller than the symbols.

pressure and for temperatures between 280 and 350 K are compared
with those from the corresponding FG simulations and experiment
in Fig. 4. The average densities of the FG model are slightly lower
but agree reasonably well with experimental values,72 deviating by
less than 4% over the temperature range studied. Given that the CG
model was parameterized based on the FG model rather than exper-
iments, closer agreement with the former is to be expected; despite
the simplicity of the pressure correction applied, the density of the
CG model is close to that of the FG model over the temperature
range studied, although the density of the CG model decreases more
rapidly with temperature, with a maximum deviation of less than 2%
at the highest temperature of 350 K.

The radial distribution functions (RDFs) of the FG and CG sys-
tems in NPT simulations at 1 atm and for temperatures between
280 and 350 K are compared in Fig. 5, which shows close agreement
between the FG and CG models, indicating that the CG model cap-
tures the intermolecular structural correlations of the FG model well
over this temperature range.

To further test the accuracy of the CG model in describing
the structural correlations of the FG model, we have also compared
the angular–radial distribution function (ARDF) of the two mod-
els, which quantities the local orientational structure of the system.
If ⟨n(r, β)⟩ is the average number of molecules whose centers-of-
mass are within the distance range r to r + Δr and whose symmetry
axes are within an angular range β to β + Δβ of a tagged molecule
centered at the origin, the ARDF is

g(r, β) =
⟨n(r, β)⟩

4
3 πρ[(r + Δr)3

− r3] sin βΔβ
, (53)

where ρ is the number density of molecules. The ARDFs at 300 K
of the FG and AFM-CG benzene models are compared in Fig. 6,
along with that of a recent single-site benzene CG model by Bowen

FIG. 5. RDFs of FG (dashed lines) and AFM-CG (solid lines) benzene models at
1 atm and various temperatures for AFM-CG model parameterized at 300 K. The
RDFs for 280, 300, 320, and 330 K have been shifted vertically for ease of viewing.

et al.,50 which we will refer to as the “Bowen CG model.” The
Bowen CG model was parameterized from the same FG OPLS-AA
force field but by matching the interaction energy between pairs
of rigid benzene molecules in a variety of configurations, and so
its parameterization does not account for finite-temperature many-
body effects that are taken into account in the AFM-CG method.
Figure 6 shows that the ARDF for the Bowen CG model is relatively
isotropic, except at around 5 Å where the edge-to-face configura-
tion is most favorable, whereas the distributions vary anisotropically
for the FG and AFM-CG models over a wider range of intermolec-
ular separations. The ARDFs for the FG and AFM-CG models are
in good agreement, except for some slight differences at distances of
around 4.5 and 6.5 Å. These deviations can be explained by minor
differences between the fitted S-function potential and the AFM-
CG basis expansion potential shown in Fig. 3 and in Fig. S3 of the
supplementary material.

The poorer agreement between the ARDFs of the FG and
Bowen CG models can be partly explained by the higher density
(0.935 g cm−3) of the Bowen CG model under the conditions simu-
lated. To eliminate the effect of density in the comparison, RDFs and
ARDFs from FG NPT simulations and CG NVT simulations with
densities set to those of the FG simulations at 300 and 330 K are com-
pared in the supplementary material, Sec. SVIC. In addition, ARDFs
from FG and CG NPT simulations at 330 K are compared in Fig. S9.
The RDFs and ARDFs of the FG model agree better with the AFM-
CG model than with the Bowen CG model in all cases, although
the agreement of the Bowen CG model with the FG model is sig-
nificantly improved when its density matches that of the FG model.
Overall, the AFM-CG model reproduces the FG liquid structure of
benzene very well.

Although the AFM-CG method does not optimize the CG
model for dynamics, we have compared the dynamics of the parame-
terized CG model with the FG model by measuring translational and
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FIG. 6. ARDFs for FG and CG ben-
zene models at 300 K (AFM-CG model:
this work; Bowen CG model: Ref. 50),
shown as 2D color maps on the left and
1D slices at fixed angle on the right.
An angle of 0○ between out-of-plane
axes indicates parallel alignment (e.g.,
face-to-face or edge-to-edge) and 90○

indicates perpendicular alignment (e.g.,
edge-to-face configuration).

rotational time correlation functions in these systems. The trans-
lational diffusion coefficient DT was obtained as 1/6 of the slope
of the linear region at long times of a plot of the mean-squared
displacement (MSD) of the molecular center-of-mass vs time

FIG. 7. Translational diffusion coefficient at 1 atm as a function of temperature for
the FG and AFM-CG benzene models and from experiments (Expa: Ref. 77; Expb:
Ref. 78). The relative error between the AFM-CG and FG values is plotted in the
inset.

t, defined as ⟨ΔR2
(t)⟩ = ⟨∣R(t + t′) − R(t′)∣2⟩, where R(t′) is the

position of a molecule’s center-of-mass at time t′ and the angle
brackets denote an ensemble average. The MSD is plotted vs time
at various temperatures for the AFM-CG and FG models in Fig.
S10 of the supplementary material. The diffusion coefficients calcu-
lated from the fitted slopes of these plots are plotted as a function of
temperature along with experimental data in Fig. 7. By linear inter-
polation and extrapolation of the line-of-best-fit to the experimental
points, the FG diffusion coefficients are found to overestimate the
experimental values by ∼31%, 21%, 7%, and 10% at 280, 300, 320,
and 330 K, respectively. Finite-size effects lower the translational
diffusion coefficient in simulated systems with periodic boundaries
relative to the infinite system-size limit74 and so cannot explain the
discrepancy between the FG model and the experiments. The most
likely explanation for the overestimated FG diffusion coefficients is
the underestimated densities shown in Fig. 4. The AFM-CG model
shows faster translational diffusion than the FG model at all tem-
peratures studied, with the highest relative error of 32% at 280 K.
Faster dynamics compared with the underlying FG model is a gen-
eral feature of CG models with only conservative forces75,76 and can
be explained by the coarse-graining process integrating out degrees
of freedom of the FG system that act as sources of dissipation.

Rotational diffusion coefficients were calculated from the decay
of orientational time correlation functions (OTCFs) of the molecular
axes. The OTCF for a molecular axis i is Ci(t) = ⟨ûi(t′) ⋅ ûi(t + t′)⟩,
where ûi(t′) is the unit vector aligned with axis i at time t′. For dif-
fusive motion, the OTCF decays exponentially with time t with a
decay constant 2DR,i, where DR,i is the rotational diffusion coefficient
of this axis (Ci(t) ∼ exp(−2DR,it)).79 For benzene, the rotational
diffusion coefficients of the out-of-plane axis and an in-plane molec-
ular axis were calculated from an exponential fit to the OTCFs
(given in Figs. S11 and S12 of the supplementary material) and are
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FIG. 8. Rotational diffusion coefficient at 1 atm vs temperature for out-of-plane and
in-plane axes for FG and AFM-CG benzene models. The relative error between
the AFM-CG and FG values is plotted in the insets.

compared at various temperatures for the FG and AFM-CG models
in Fig. 8. The faster rotational dynamics of the in-plane axis com-
pared with the out-of-plane axis for the FG model at all temperatures
is consistent with results from several previous experimental80–82

and atomistic simulation studies83–85 of the dynamics of benzene.
However, the opposite behavior is observed for the CG model, with
the diffusion coefficients for the out-of-plane and in-plane axes,
respectively, overestimated and underestimated compared with the
FG model. The higher rate of reorientation of the out-of-plane axis
in the CG model is as expected from the general increase of mobil-
ity upon integrating out degrees of freedom by coarse-graining. On
the other hand, the lower rotational rate of the in-plane axis in the
CG model can be explained by the absence of the reorientational
mode present in the FG model that involves rotation around the
out-of-plane axis due to the symmetry of the uniaxial CG particles.

B. Perylene
An all-atom FG simulation of 1000 perylene molecules was

conducted at 570 K and 1 atm to parameterize the CG model in
which each perylene molecule was mapped to a single CG parti-
cle. Simulations of the same system were also carried out at 20 K
temperature increments from 550 to 670 K to test the transferability
of the CG model to other thermodynamic conditions. The simula-
tion time step was 1.5 fs. The total duration of each simulation was
25 ns, with data from the last 10 ns used for analysis. FG coordi-
nates, forces, and torques from every 5000 time steps (7.5 ps) of the
simulation at 570 K were used as input for CG parameterization.
The cutoff for non-bonded CG interactions was 19 Å. The opti-
mized basis expansion and modified S-function fit of the AFM-CG
pair potential for perylene are plotted as a function of intermolecular
distance for the face-to-face, edge-to-face, and edge-to-edge configu-
rations in Fig. 9. The potential well for the face-to-face configuration
is significantly deeper than the other two, indicating a preference for
this configuration due to the strong molecular π–π stacking.

Analogously to benzene, the torque residual in Eq. (38) in
the CG parameterization was scaled by setting η to be the aver-
age semi-axis length of perylene (3.277 Å), but, as for benzene,
the optimized CG potential was found to be insensitive to this
parameter choice (see the supplementary material, Sec. SIVE). The
force-matching RMSE for perylene was 6.77 kcal mol−1 Å−1, and the
torque-matching RMSE was 16.28 kcal mol−1. The higher RMSEs
are, in part, due to the larger size of the perylene molecule compared
with benzene resulting in larger intermolecular forces and torques
and, in part, due to coarse-graining perylene molecules into uniaxial
particles, which neglects their biaxial shape. The modified S-function
potential for perylene was obtained by fitting the basis expansion
of the AFM-CG potential for 500 000 dimer configurations sampled

FIG. 9. Perylene AFM-CG pair potential (without pressure correction) for various
dimer configurations calculated using basis set expansion (solid lines with error
bars) and fitted modified S-function potential (dashed lines).
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from the equilibrium distribution of the FG simulation. The addi-
tional exponential potential in the fit potential [see Eqs. (45) and
(47)] allows the modified S-function to fit both the deep well for the
face-to-face configuration and the relatively repulsive interactions
for the edge-to-face and edge-to-edge configurations, as shown in
Fig. 9. The RMSE between the final fitted model and the FG forces
is 7.10 kcal mol−1 Å−1, which is 5% higher than for the basis expan-
sion, while the RMSE for torques is 20.14 kcal mol−1, 24% higher
than the basis set expansion. We attribute the higher relative RMSE
for the S-function potential compared with the basis set expansion
for perylene vs benzene to the simple functional form being less able
to fit the interactions of the more complex molecule accurately, par-
ticularly their orientation dependence. CG potential curves for other
configurations not shown in Fig. 9 can be found in Fig. S14 of the
supplementary material. The AFM-CG potentials with and without
the pressure correction are almost identical, as shown in Fig. S15 of
the supplementary material. The optimized simulation parameters
are given in Table S4 of the supplementary material.

NPT CG simulations of 1000 CG perylene molecules were car-
ried out with the optimized modified S-function potential at 1 atm
pressure and the same temperatures as the FG simulations using a
time step of 10 fs. CG simulations of two existing biaxial ellipsoidal
models of perylene developed by Babadi, Everaers, and Ejtehadi25

and by Berardi, Fava, and Zannoni86 under the same conditions and
compared to the FG and AFM-CG models (we will refer to these
models as the “Babadi CG model” and the “Berardi CG model”)
were also carried out. These CG models of perylene were parameter-
ized from atomistic FG models by matching the interaction energy
between pairs of rigid perylene molecules in a variety of configura-
tions, which neglects finite-temperature many-body effects that are

taken into account in the AFM-CG method. It should be noted that
the Babadi and Berardi CG models were parameterized using dif-
ferent FG models [MM387 and the Universal Force Field (UFF),88

respectively] from the OPLS-AA FG model used here. Hence, the
comparison with the FG and AFM-CG models in this work is not
completely equitable, and for this reason, we also compare with
experiments below. For temperatures 550–670 K, which are approx-
imately at or above the experimental melting point of perylene of
554 K,89 NPT simulations of the models showed that both the FG
and AFM-CG models were in the liquid phase, whereas the Babadi
and Berardi CG models rapidly crystallized and remained solid at all
temperatures, as illustrated in the simulation snapshots of the mod-
els at T = 570 K in Fig. 10, together with the RDFs at 570, 610, and
670 K. The RDFs of the AFM-CG model show a slightly stronger
preference for parallel packing than the FG model at separations less
than 5 Å for temperature of 570 K, but the peak and trough positions
agree well with those for the FG model. The stronger alignment in
the AFM-CG model simulation at 570 K can also be seen in the sim-
ulation snapshots and could be due to the more symmetric uniaxial
shape and reduced molecular flexibility of the CG model compared
with the FG model, enhancing short-range molecular packing. The
RDFs of the AFM-CG model at higher temperatures agree well with
the FG model. On the other hand, the RDFs of the Babadi and
Berardi CG models differ drastically from those for the FG model
due to these CG systems being in the solid phase across this temper-
ature range, and thus, these models do not accurately describe the
phase behavior of perylene.

The average density of the AFM-CG model agrees significantly
better with the FG model than the Babadi or Berardi CG models at 1
atm over the 550–670 K temperature range, as shown in Fig. 11. The

FIG. 10. Simulation snapshots for different perylene models at 570 K and 1 atm and RDFs of perylene at 1 atm and temperatures of 570, 610, and 670 K for the FG,
AFM-CG, Babadi CG, and Berardi CG models.
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FIG. 11. Perylene density at 1 atm for temperatures from 550 to 670 K for the
FG model and the AFM-CG, Babadi, and Berardi CG models.

average density of the AFM-CG model is within 3% of the FG value
for 550–630 K and within 5% for the higher temperatures, which
are close to the experimental boiling point of 673 K.90 On the other
hand, the average densities for the Berardi and Babadi CG mod-
els are, respectively, more than one-and-a-half and two times those
of the FG system over the same temperature range. The average
densities of the Berardi and Babadi CG models are also unrealis-
tic compared with experimental densities of perylene in the solid
state, which range from 1.29 to 1.40 g cm−3 over the temperature
of 440–140 K.91 (Experimental densities in its liquid state are not
available for a direct comparison to the values obtained for the FG
and CG models.) NVT simulations of the CG models with density
set to the average density of the NPT FG simulations were also car-
ried out at temperatures of 570, 610, and 670 K, with similar phase
behavior for each system observed, as shown in Sec. SVIIC of the
supplementary material, indicating that the significant ordering in
the Babadi and Berardi CG models is not simply due to their higher
density.

The ARDFs for the different models at 570 and 670 K in NPT
simulations at 1 atm and NVT simulations with average density
matching those of the FG systems are compared and presented in
Figs. S17–S24 of the supplementary material. Because the AFM-
CG model shows stronger molecular parallel packing than the FG
model, the ARDFs for the AFM-CG model also have larger peaks
at short range around 4 Å. Figure 12 compares slices of the ARDFs
of the different models at several specific angles between the out-of-
plane principal axes of perylene pairs. Only distributions at 0○, 10○,
and 20○ are shown as the probability of other angles is not signif-
icant due to the strong parallel alignment of perylene molecules in
all models. Although the peaks are slightly higher in the ARDF of
the AFM-CG model compared with the FG model, the two mod-
els agree reasonably well, with similar peak heights at the different
angles. On the other hand, the maximum peak height in the ARDFs

FIG. 12. 1D slices of ARDFs at angles of 0○, 10○, and 20○ between out-of-plane
principal axes for FG perylene model and AFM-CG, Babadi, and Berardi CG
perylene models at 570 K and 1 atm. Note the different vertical scales for the
Babadi and Berardi CG models compared with the FG and AFM-CG models.

of the Babadi and Berardi CG models is an order of magnitude
larger. In the Babadi CG model, only the parallel (0○) configura-
tion occurs with significant probability, while the Berardi CG model
shows non-negligible probability for molecular pairs at 10○, but the
relative heights and positions of the peaks do not match those for the
FG model very well.

V. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have developed a systematic bottom-up

method for coarse-graining molecular simulation models using
anisotropic coarse-grained (CG) particles, called the anisotropic
force-matching coarse-graining (AFM-CG) method, which gener-
alizes the multiscale coarse-graining (MS-CG) method for parame-
terizing CG models with isotropic (spherical) particles via force and
torque matching. We have derived rigorous conditions for the CG
masses, moments of inertia, forces, and torques that must satisfy
to ensure thermodynamic consistency in the canonical equilibrium
ensemble between the anisotropic CG model and the fine-grained
(FG) model from which it is derived, given the interaction potential
between FG particles and a definition of CG position and orientation
coordinates in terms of FG coordinates. As in the MS-CG method
for isotropic CG particles, the force on an anisotropic CG particle in
the AFM-CG method must equal the average total force acting on
the FG particles mapped onto the CG particle for equivalent FG and
CG configurations. Moreover, the torque on the anisotropic CG par-
ticle must equal the average total torque exerted on the mapped FG
particles. We have also presented an algorithm for optimizing the
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CG potential subject to this force- and torque-matching condition
using configuration, force, and torque data from a simulation of the
FG model for the case of a pair-additive CG potential expressed as
a linear combination of position- and orientation-dependent basis
functions.

We have applied the AFM-CG method to parameterize uniax-
ial CG models of benzene and perylene in the liquid phase. Force
and torque matching of both models gave reasonable errors, with
the force error for the AFM-CG benzene model comparable with
that obtained previously for a multi-site CG benzene model that
considered many-body interactions.68 As the AFM-CG method uses
the pair-additive approximation for the non-bonded potential, the
AFM-CG potential was fitted to an analytical form of pair-wise
potential to enhance simulation speed. A linear correction was
added to the fitted CG potential to match the FG NPT simula-
tion pressure for CG simulations in the NPT ensemble. The fitted
AFM-CG benzene model reproduced the FG liquid structures well,
especially compared with another recent single-site model of ben-
zene.50 Reasonable agreement with the FG benzene model was also
obtained for system density and dynamical properties. Although the
CG model was not optimized for dynamics, the translational and
rotational diffusion coefficients were within a factor of two of the FG
values; however, the relative rate of rotational diffusion of the out-
of-plane and in-plane molecular axes differed qualitatively from the
FG model. The perylene CG model showed significant improvement
over previous single-site CG models25,86 in terms of both struc-
tural and thermodynamic properties. Even though there was slightly
stronger molecular alignment in the AFM-CG model compared with
the FG model, which is, in part, due to the more symmetric CG
uniaxial shape, agreement between the models for the relative prob-
ability of orientations of molecular pairs was good. Higher accuracy
of the AFM-CG perylene model could be obtained using biaxial CG
particles.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for the full derivation of the
force- and torque-matching equations, the full derivation of expres-
sions for the CG mass and inertia tensor, a description of scalar vari-
ables and basis functions used to define CG potential, a description
of least-squares solver used to optimize basis function coefficients
in CG potential, a description of the modified S-function potential
and derivatives used to calculate forces and torques in CG MD sim-
ulations, the CG model parameters for benzene and perylene, and
additional results from MD simulations of FG and CG models of
benzene and perylene.
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